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Daniel Levitin, author of New York 
Times bestseller !is Is Your Brain 
on Music, appeared at the Centre 
in the Square this weekend in con-
junction with the Kitchener-Water-
loo Symphony’s (KWS) new Pre-

lude series. Levitin is an American 
cognitive psychologist, neurosci-
entist, record producer, musician 
and writer, who currently teaches 
Psychology and Behavioural Neu-
roscience at McGill University.

!e Prelude series provides a new 
angle for the orchestra, in which 
artistic director of the KWS Edwin 

Outwater holds a public Q&A with 
notable musicians, authors, and 
scholars. Levitin was brought to 
Kitchener by a coordinated e"ort 
put out by Wordsworth Books and 
the KWS.

!is Is Your Brain on Music dis-
cusses why music elicits certain 
feelings and emotions – and does 
so in an accessible and still scien-
ti#cally accurate way. Levitin’s new 
book, !e World in Six Songs: How 
the Musical Brain Created Human 
Nature, makes the case that music 
is an integral part of human his-
tory. !e six songs are actually six 
subjects relating to his research: 
knowledge, friendship, ceremony, 
joy, comfort and love. Levitin claims 

that early humans used song to 
comfort each other, transfer knowl-
edge and form social bonds that al-
lowed them to develop culturally. 

!is led to a discussion about 
the relatively new di"erentiation 
between participatory music and 
“high art” like classical and sym-
phonic music. “Having a class of 
experts is a really new idea musi-
cally,” Levitin said. “For a long time, 
all music was participatory.” 

“Culturally,” he continued, “It’s a 
golden age for music.” Barriers have 
been removed, and recordings of 
any kind of music may be located 
– and promoted – through the In-
ternet. “Bands don’t need a label to 
get their music out anymore,” Levi-

tin pointed out.
!ey went on to discuss the pur-

pose of music (to communicate an 
emotional response), the di"erence 
between “good” and “bad” music 
and where the pleasure of music 
comes from in the brain.

!e audience responded well to 
both Levitin as a guest and Outwa-
ter as a host, who asked questions 
of high interest to the audience and 
related topics towards the night’s 
concert. 

Overall, Levitin’s participation 
was a success, and the KWS has 
shown that the Prelude series is on 
the right path.

Last Saturday night saw one of Can-
ada’s largest art parties take place in 
Toronto. Nuit Blanche: an all-night 
art party that takes over large por-
tions of downtown Toronto, and in 
the process throws more than 750 
artists onto the streets. 

!e avenues #lling with many a 
pedestrian, all looking to see what 
wacky and innovative installations 
they might happen upon, I joined in 
the fray to frolic in said festivities. 

I began my night out at 1:30 
in the morning. Normally, when 
somebody starts an evening at 1:30 
in the morning something has gone 
terribly wrong – but in the case of 
Nuit Blanche, this was more than 
acceptable. !e streets on Dundas 
near Spadina were teeming with 
revelers and massive groups of 
people. Many were in groups that, 
due to their size, found themselves 
yelling at the top of their lungs to 
organize their progress through the 
night. 

One of the #rst pieces that I hap-
pened upon was a massive web of 
rope located at the Italian embassy. 

Here was an exhibit titled Euro-
night 08 that focuses on European 
culture and art. It was comprised 
mostly of large screens projecting 
silent #lms with subtitles, accom-
panied by ominous music created 
by string sections. With all of the 
odd ambient music, silent #lms 
and aforementioned web, guests 
to the display were clearly #nding 
something to absorb and enjoy.

Along the way this reporter found 
himself down near the Ontario Col-
lege of Art and Design (OCAD) – 
which, by the way, is a misnomer 
because it actually is an accred-
ited university. Here the coolest ex-
hibit, titled “A Dream of Pastures,” 
embodied everything that Nuit 
Blanche is purported to be – which 
is to say, it required the darkness 
of the night, was huge and encour-
aged audience participation. 

For this display, a willing mem-
ber of the audience would break 
the usual viewer-artist fourth wall 
and become a part of the exhibit. 
!is new proto-artist would take 
a seat on a bicycle connected to a 
mechanical contraption that used 
the principles of a #lm projec-
tor to project an image of the bike 
rider on the back of a horse on the 
adjacent wall, through clever use 
of shadow. At some points a rider 
would engage in an act of perfor-

mance or comedy that would elicit 
a hail of applause. “A Dream of Pas-
tures” is something that most likely 
wouldn’t have had the same impact 
without the amazing setting. 

Not far from OCAD another ex-
hibit (if it could be called that) fea-
turing loud music was occurring. 
Upon inspection it became clear 
to me that it was a rave on wheels. 
Really. Many people wonder what 
happened to rave culture – well, 
I found it. It hangs out in a pickup 
truck with massive speakers and 
three DJs at Nuit Blanche. 

If there is something that de#nes 
Nuit Blanche, it’s this sense of not 
knowing what is around the corner. 
It’s a sense of discovery – but you 
also have to take the bad with the 
good. 

Zombies patrolled the streets of 
Toronto, as an added bonus for the 
thrill-seekers looking to spot comi-
cally gruesome characters. One fel-
low attendee, Daniel Ehrenworth, 
found the zombies a little boring, 
but recommended that I check out 
“the trashcan that is having a con-
cert.” I checked out the trashcan. It 
was, indeed, having a concert. In-
side. !ere were stage lights and fog 
machines. I’m not joking. From this 
point on, between the zombies and 
trashcan concerts, nothing could 
really surprise me — even the mas-

sive game of Tetris being played on 
City Hall. 

Overall, Nuit Blanche more than 
lived up to my expectations. I had 
been told it was going to be boring 
– and I found it to be anything but. 
Just the amount of people out wan-
dering around made for an exciting 
event to attend – and with huge art 
exhibits to keep your attention, the 
entire ordeal made for an exciting 
late night out on the town. 

If you aren’t from Toronto, but 
#nd the prospect of wandering 
around the big city for an entire 
night – and then sleeping on the 
bus on the way back to Waterloo – 
extremely intriguing, you should 
de#nitely make plans to attend 
next year. It really is the last big art-
sy hurrah here in southern Ontario 
before we are inundated with cold 
wind and weather. 
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A special Nuit to remember
A&E Editor Daniel Joseph found himself last Saturday at Nuit Blanche in Toronto’s Downtown Core for a night of art overload
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ZANY BOOKS - Tom Bedtsen’s Conversation #2 was on display.
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Music in brain
New York Times best-selling author Daniel Levitin 
comes to Waterloo to speak with the KWS


